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Enhanced stabilizers control system
for cranes and platform machines

Technical specifications

Power supply

Working temperature

Overall dimensions

Standards

Protection class

12 o 24 Vdc  +/-20%

-20 ÷ +70 °C

160 x 190 x 40 mm

EN 13309 - EN ISO 14982

IP65

VERSIONE IN INGLESE = 110 - MANCA LA DESCRIZIONE PRECISA DELLA 
DIFFERENZA SCSi-S / SCSi-R A PAGINA 4 

SCSi is an enhanced safety control unit that has been designed to oversee the working operations of truck mounted 
cranes when installing the basket for platform use (WMB).

The control unit is based on a double microprocessor electronic board and integrates in a single device all the safety 
functionality required by the standard  (EN280-A) which Mobile Elevating Work Platforms and cranes shall comply 
with. 

The control unit is highly safe and reliable due to the particular redundant electronic architecture: there are up to five 
output in safety category 3 (according to UNI EN ISO 13849-1). Moreover the electronic board implements a 
continuous inputs auto test to increase reliability.

Main features

- Enhanced diagnostics system display to show the machine states.

- FCI 56 ways IP65 automotive connector.

- Safety category 3 outputs (UNI EN ISO 13849-1) for: stabilizers movement enable, truck movement disable, main 
dump valve and working area limitation (only on -R version).

- Outrigger extension and support state independently read and shown.

- GRU / WMB operational modes.

- Speed reduction command in WMB operational mode.

- Ready for Radio remote control connection.

- Stabilizers closure check to enable truck movement.

- CAN 2.0B communications.

- Many other analogue inputs and digital inputs/outputs are available to customize the product for special uses.

Enhanced stabilizer control system for truck mounted cranes
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Dump valve interface

This module controls the DUMP VALVE output; it supplies a positive to the output when the required safety conditions 
are satisfied on the machine. 

The dump valve of the system (N.O. type) is connected to this output and can be used to inhibit all movements of the 
machine. 

The working mode of this module changes when the machine is working in CRANE mode or PLATFORM mode.

Outriggers control

The OUTRIGGERS CONTROL module checks the status of the 8 stabilizers inputs and enables the system to work 
when they are all closed for at least 1 second. 

This module is always active, whether the system is in CRANE or PLATFORM working mode; the input condition of the 
switches is always shown on the 8 LEDs on the frontal panel. 

The OUTRIGGERS CONTROL module information is used only when the system is working in PLATFORM mode.
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Outriggers lock

The OUTRIGGERS LOCK is one of the main modules of the SCS2 control unit and it is certified as safety category 3, as 
required by norms EN280 and UNI EN ISO 13849-1.

It blocks the movement of the stabilizers when the main boom slope is over the horizontal plane. 

This block is executed using an outriggers lock valve that prevents the use of the stabilizers (can be N.O. or N.C. type 
as required by installation type).
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Truck movement enable

This module enables two outputs only when  
all the extensions and supports are closed 
and the main boom slope is under the 
horizontal plane. 

There are available two outputs: one for the 
warning light and one for the buzzer; there is 
also an input to stop the buzzer, as as required 
by the norms.
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BOOM
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+/-180°

Working area limitation (only on -R version)

The working area limitation module blocks the boom rotation when it goes out the allowed working sectors. 

The working sector is bounded by redundant micro switch. 

SCSi checks the stabilizers extension in order to define the allowed working side.

In the picture below you can see an application with three working areas (right side, left side, over cab position) defined 
using a cam, fixed to the crane base, which interacts with three redundant micro switches.

When the boom position is inside a safe sector, SCSi supplies a positive outputs to the CW ROTATION ENABLE and 
CCW  ROTATION ENABLE. 

When the boom rotation excedes the allowed working sector, the control unit inhibits only the dangerous rotation 
direction. 

The two rotation enable outputs can be connected directly to two dump valve (N.O.) in order to inhibit only the rotation 
movement and in particular only the dangerous direction. 
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Ordering codes

Enhanced stabilizers control system SCSi 
(connector and cable not included)
Code:    PSCSD_ _

S - standard version
R - version with working area limitation

1 - 12V supply 
2 - 24V supply

Enhanced stabilizers control system SCSi KIT
(control unit + connector and cable)
Code:    PKSCSD_ _ _ _

S - standard version
R - version with working area limitation

1 - 12V supply 
2 - 24V supply 

00 - code PCVF56 flying female connector kit with crimping terminals
01 - code PCABSC01 cable (only for -S version)
02 - code PCABSC02 cable (only for -S version)
03 - code PCABSC03 cable(only for -R version)

Note:
To perform Working Area Limitation function, SCSi-R has a different internal firmware from SCSi-S; use SCSi-R
only if you will use Working Area Limitation function, otherwise use SCSi-S:  the two versions are not 
interchangeable.

Dump Valve Interface

Outriggers Control

Outriggers Lock

Truck Movement Enable

Working Area Limitation

SCSi-S SCSi-R
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2

Available connections

56 pins flying female connector kit with 56 crimping terminals, 30 taps and protection cover.

No cable.

Code:    PCVF56

2Cable 32 x 0.75 mm , L = 2m + FCI connector with 56 pins already connected.

Only for -S version.

Code:    PCABSC01

2Cable 32 x 0.75 mm , L = 0.5m + FCI connector with 56 pins already connected and 32 pins male connector.

Only for -S version to replace the previous version of SCS.

Code:    PCABSC02

32 pins female connector with horizontal output and PG29 cable gland.

Code:    PCNF4E

2 2Cables 32 x 0.75 mm  + 12 x 0.75 mm , L = 2m + FCI connector with 56 pins already connected.

Only for -R version.

Code:    PCABSC03
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SCSi

POWER

DV

BOOMBOOM

Normally Open Valve
(CRANE Main Dump Valve)

Outriggers Block Valve 
(NC or NC)

Basket Inserted
microswitch

Boom Slope microswitches
above/below horizontal
(redundant)

Stabilizers microswitches:
- one microswitch for each extension
- one microswitch for each support

Radio Remote Control
(optional)

SCSi-S installation example (standard version)

With this version the crane can be used in platform mode only when the 4 stabilizers are completely out and placed 
down.
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POWER

DV

Clockwise Rotation 
Enable Valve
(Normally Open)

Counterclockwise Rotation 
Enable Valve
(Normally Open)

Rotation microswitches (redundant):
- 2 Left Side microswitches
- 2 Right Side microswitches
- 2 Over Cabin microswitches

SCSi-R Installation Example (Working Area Limitation version)

With this version the crane can be used in platform mode when the 4 stabilizers are only placed down (not out) or when they 
are out and down only on one side (and only down on the other side); in this case the card enables the different working 
areas (see the picture at the end of the page).

For this feature, SCSi-R needs the connections of the previous page and also of the current page.

Minimum Stabilization Maximum Stabilization Right Stabilization Left Stabilization
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